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Abstract—The properties of bone marrow (BM)-derived multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are altered in the
patients with the diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) without BM involvement. It was suggested that plasma from the
patients contains soluble factors that affect MSCs. Plasma and BM-derived MSCs from the DLBCL patients at the onset of
the disease and one month after the end of treatment were studied. Concentration of the plasma cytokines and gene expression in the MSCs were evaluated by the Bio-Plex Pro Human Cytokine Panel kit to measure 27 analytes and real-time PCR.
Plasma and MSCs from the healthy donors were used as controls. Analysis of cytokines in the plasma from healthy donors
and patients before and one month after the end of treatment revealed significant differences in the concentration of 14 out
of 27 cytokines. Correlations between the levels of secreted cytokines were altered in the plasma from patients indicating
that the immune response regulation was disturbed. Cultivation of the MSCs from the healthy donors in the medium supplemented with the plasma from patients led to the changes in the MSC properties, similar to those observed in the MSCs
from patients. The BM-derived MSCs were shown to participate in the humoral changes occurring in the DLBCL patients.
For the first time, it was shown that the precursors of the stromal microenvironment – multipotent mesenchymal stromal
cells – are altered in the patients with DLBCL without bone marrow involvement due to the humoral effect of the tumor
and the response of organism to it. Comprehensive analysis of the results shows that, when remission is achieved in the
patients with DLBCL, composition of the plasma cytokines normalizes, but does not reach the level observed in the healthy
donors. The discovery of a new aspect of the effect of the tumor B-cells on the organism could help to reveal general regularities of the humoral effect of various tumors on the bone marrow stromal cells.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297921020097
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INTRODUCTION
Diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is a heterogeneous group of diseases that differ in histological,
Abbreviations: BM, bone marrow; CFU-F, colony-forming
unit of fibroblasts; DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma;
IFN-γ, interferon gamma; IL, interleukin; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; MSC, multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells;
PDT, population doubling time; REL, relative expression level;
TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

immunohistochemical, and molecular characteristics [1].
Only 10-25% of DLBCL patients exhibit bone marrow
(BM) lesions detected by histological or molecular techniques [2]. It is believed that BM is not involved in the
tumor process in the remaining patients with DLBCL.
However, it has recently been shown that stromal cells
and BM progenitors change in the patients with DLBCL
without BM involvement and such alterations persist for
many years [3]. Such changes cannot be attributed to the
direct interaction of BM stromal microenvironment with
tumor cells, as is the case with leukemia [4, 5].
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Considering that many tumors secrete cytokines and
chemokines [6, 7], it was suggested that the plasma of
DLBCL patients contains soluble factors affecting properties of MSCs and their activation. The presence of a tumor
in the body can be considered as an inflammatory process
[8, 9]. Inflammation is associated with the release of many
factors that are known to activate cells of the BM stromal
microenvironment, in particular, multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) involved in the regulation of
hematopoiesis [10]. MSCs activated by interleukin 1β
(IL-1), tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), and interferon γ
(IFN-γ) secrete inhibitors and activators of the inflammatory process [11]. It was previously shown that the total
cellular production of the BM-derived MSCs from the
patients with DLBCL without BM damage after 4 passages was higher than that of the MSCs from the donors of
the corresponding age [3]. The expression of bFGF,
FGFR2, IL-6, IL-8, and other genes in the MSCs from
these patients is increased. We presumed that the plasma
of patients contains soluble factors, most likely proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines, that affect the
properties of MSCs and their activation in the patients.
Testing this hypothesis became the goal of this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients. The study investigated MSCs from 35
patients with DLBCL without bone marrow involvement.
Prior to blood and BM sampling, patients and donors
signed an informed consent. The characteristics of all
patients included in the study are presented in Table S1 in
the Supplement. Composition of cytokines and
chemokines was studied in the blood plasma from 9
DLBCL patients before and one month after the end of
treatment. Data on these patients and results of examination of cells are presented in the table.
Cytokines and chemokines analysis. A Bio-Plex Pro
Human Cytokine 27-Plex assay kit (Bio-Rad, USA) was
used to analyze plasma concentrations of the following
cytokines and chemokines: IL-1β, IL-1ra, IL-2, IL-4, IL5, IL- 6, IL-7, IL-8, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12 (p70), IL-13, IL15, IL-17, bFGF, Eotaxin, G-CSF, GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IP10, MCP-1 (MCAF), MIP-1α, MIP-1β, PDGF-bb,
RANTES, TNFα, VEGF according to manufacturer’s
recommendations. Detection of the fluorescent beads was
carried out with a Bio-Plex 200 System (Bio-Rad). All
measurements were done in triplicates.
Determination of CFU-F concentration in the bone
marrow of patients and MSCs characteristics. Analysis of
the colony forming unit fibroblast (CFU-F) concentration and MSCs in the BM from patients were performed
as described in [3].
Effect of plasma from patients on MSCs from healthy
donors. To analyze effects of the plasma from DLBCL
patients on MSCs from the BM of healthy donors, 10 sam-

ples (MSCs derived from the BM of 4 males and 6 females
aged 14 to 50 years, median age 33 years) were used. MSCs
from donors were cultured for 10 days in a serum-free
medium (StemPro, Gibco) in the presence of 10% plasma
of 5 healthy donors (1 male 34 years old and 4 females 34,
40, 59 and 66 years old) and plasma of 8 DLBCL patients
before and one month after treatment. Each plasma sample was added to a separate well with MSCs. Total cell production as well as expression of surface markers: mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) and relative expression level
(REL) of some genes were analyzed in the MSCs from
donors treated with the plasma from patients.
Surface antigens analysis. Expression level of antigens
on the MSCs was determined by flow cytometry. After
MSCs were removed from the bottom of the flask, they
were washed twice with CellWASH (BD Biosciences,
USA), and then 2×104 cells were incubated for 20 min in
the dark with one of the following monoclonal antibodies:
anti-CD90 labeled with PE (BD Pharmingen, USA),
anti-HLA-ABC, labeled with FITC (Biolegend, USA),
anti-CD73, labeled with PE (BD Pharmingen), antiCD105, labeled with FITC (Biolegend), anti-CD54
labeled with APC (BD Biolegend) or anti-CD146, labeled
with PE (BD Pharmingen). Analyses were performed
using a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences),
and the data were analyzed using FACSDiva software (BD
Biosciences).
MSC population was first determined from forward
and side scattering parameters and next isolated based on
the expression of CD90. For this cell population, mean
fluorescence intensities (MFIs) for the FITC, PE and
APC channels were evaluated.
Gene expression analysis in MSCs. Determination of
the gene expression levels in MSCs was carried out by
reverse transcription with subsequent real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (Taq-Man modification)
using an Abiprism 7500 instrument (Applied Biosystems,
USA). Total RNA was extracted from MSCs at passage 1
using the standard technique [12]. cDNA was synthesized
using a mixture of random hexamers and oligo(dT)
primers. The gene-specific primers and probes were
designed by the authors and synthesized by Syntol R&D
(Table S2 in the Supplement). Relative gene expression
levels (REL) were determined by normalizing the level of
expression of each target gene to the levels of expression
of β-actin and GAPDH and calculated using the ∆∆Ct
method [13] for each MSC sample.
Statistical analysis. The data in Figs. 1, 2, and 3a are
presented as boxplots using GraphPad Prism 8. In the
plots in rectangles, the horizontal line represents the
median, the length of the box represents the quarter spacing, and the vertical lines extend to the minimum and
maximum values. The data in Fig. 3, b and c are presented as mean ± standard error. When normal distribution
was confirmed, samples were compared using Student’s t
test, otherwise Mann–Whitney tests were used for
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Characteristics of patients with DLBCL, CFU-F, and MSCs before and one month after the end of treatment
Prior to treatment
No.

Age Gender

Treatment

One month after the end of treatment

CFU-F MSCs produc- PDT CFU-F
per 106 tion for 3 pas- days per 106
BM cells
BM cells sages (×106)

MSCs production
for 3 passages
(×106)

PDT
days

1

30

male

R-(DA)-EPOCH 6 cycles

3

13.9

0.46

6.0

9.30

0.60

2

60

female

R-NHL BFM-90 6 cycles +
auto-HSCT

20

7.6

0.47

4.0

7.00

0.43

3

68

female

R-CHOP-21 6 cycles

4

6.2

0.45

3.0

4.10

0.42

4

60

female

R-(DA)-EPOCH 6 cycles
R-DHAP 2 cycles

7

6.5

0.42

1.0

8.00

0.52

5

63

female

R-CHOP-21 6 cycles

3

21.3

0.71

2.0

22.40

0.65

6

38

female

R-(DA)-EPOCH + auto-HSCT

4

16.9

0.57

12.0

7.30

0.45

7

48

female

R-CHOP-21 4 cycles

3

7.1

0.51

1.0

17.00

0.52

8

61

female

R-(DA)-EPOCH 5 cycles
DHAP 1 cycle

7

4.7

0.41

58.0

4.47

0.38

9

70

female

R-CHOP-21 6 cycles

2

4

0.32

58.0

16.0

0.71

Notes. R-(DA)-EPOCH, R-NHL BFM-90, R-CHOP-21 are the names of cycles of chemotherapy, auto HSCT – autologous hematopoietic stem
cell transplantation.
All patients achieved remission of the disease following treatment, which was confirmed by PET-CT.
Plasma from 5 healthy donors (1 male, 4 females) aged 34 to 67 years was used as a control. CFU-F, colony-forming unit of fibroblasts; PDT, population doubling time.

unpaired samples or Wilcoxon’s test for paired samples,
differences at p < 0.05 were considered significant. The
relationship between changes in the concentration of various cytokines in the plasma of patients was determined
according to the Pearson correlation criterion.
Correlation coefficient was analyzed using GraphPad
Prism 8 software, r > 0.7 or <–0.7 at p < 0.05 was considered a significant strong correlation.
Comprehensive analysis of the differences between
cytokines in the 3 studied groups was carried out. The
analysis is based on determining the distances between
points in the multidimensional space of the studied
parameters. Fluctuations and significance of differences
for each change were calculated individually. The calculations are presented in the Supplement in the
“Comprehensive analysis of differences between samples” section.

RESULTS
Concentration of cytokines in the plasma from
patients with DLBCL. Comparative analysis of the
cytokine concentrations in patient and donor plasma
revealed significant differences in the concentration of 14
of the 27 studied cytokines (Fig. 1, Table S3 in the
Supplement). Concentration of some cytokines was sigBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 86 No. 2 2021

nificantly increased in the primary patients compared to
the donors: IL-2 increased 1.5-fold, IL-6 increased 3fold, MIP-1a increased 10-fold, IL-10 increased 3-fold,
eotaxin increased 1.5-fold, bFGF increased 1.5-fold,
TNFα increased 4-fold, IP-10 increased 2.5-fold, MIP1b increased 3-fold, PDGF-bb increased 3.5-fold,
RANTES increased 2-fold, and VEGF increased 1.2fold. After the end of treatment, concentration of the
most proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines in the
plasma from the DLBCL patients that increased at the
onset of the disease in comparison to the level observed in
the plasma from the donors normalizes after the end of
treatment (IL-ra, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, GM-CSF, MIP-1a,
MIP-1b, TNFα) see Table S3 in the Supplement.
Chemokines and cytokines associated with the growth
parameters of MSCs and also involved in the processes of
immunomodulation changed much slower and did not
normalize one month after the end of therapy (IL-2,
Eotaxin, bFGF, IP-10, MCP-1, PDGF-bb, RANTES,
VEGF).
Relative expression level of genes in MSCs from
patients with DLBCL. Since it was shown that MSCs from
DLBCL patients changed, we studied expression of the
genes that could contribute to the changes in the levels of
cytokines in the patient’s plasma. Expression of the genes
in the BM MSCs from the primary patients, patients after
treatment, and healthy donors was compared. The expres-
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sion level of IL-6, bFGF, and FGFR2 genes increased in
the MSCs from the primary patients in comparison to the
MSCs from the donors (Fig. 2). Considering that the levels of expression of VEGF and the receptor genes FGFR1
and PDGFRb REL were higher in the MSCs from donors
than in the MSCs from the patients and after the end of
treatment, only the level of VEGF expression recovered,
we could presume existence of the different effects of
chemotherapeutic drugs on the expression of genes that
regulate maintenance and differentiation of MSCs.
Correlations between cytokines in the plasma from
DLBCL patients. Changes in correlations between
cytokines in the plasma from patients and healthy donors
indicate disruption of the relationships between these
cytokines, in other words, change in the immune
response regulation. Only significant correlations were
included in the analysis (R > 0.7 and <–0.7, p < 0.05).
Correlations between the concentrations of cytokines in

the plasma from healthy donors differed from those in the
plasma from patients both before and after treatment
(Table S4 in the Supplement).
Concentrations of the following markers were closely related in the plasma from donors: IL-6 with IL-9, IL10, IL-13, and bFGF; IL-9 with IL-10, IL-13, IL-15, IL17, GM-CSF, and VEGF; IL-12 with IL-1b and IL-10;
IL-7 with IL-4; MIP-1a with IL-5 and GM-CSF; GMCSF with eotaxin; and TNF-a with PDGF-bb. These
cytokines exhibited no relationship in the plasma from
patients before and after treatment.
The following correlations between cytokines were
present in the plasma from all donors and patients: IL-1ra
with IL-1b; IL-2 with IL-5, IL-6, IFN-γ, and bFGF; IL4 with IL-1ra; IL-5 with IL-12, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17,
GM-CSF, and bFGF; IL-6 with IFN-γ; IL-8 with IFN-γ
and MIP-1a; IL-12 with IL-13 and bFGF; IL-13 with
bFGF; IL-17 with bFGF; and TNF-a with MIP-1b.

Fig. 1. Levels of cytokines and growth factors in the plasma from donors and DLBCL patients before and after treatment. On the box plots,
horizontal line represents the median, length of the box represents the interquartile range, and vertical lines extend to the minimum and maximum values. The figure shows only cytokines with concentration in the plasma from donors and patients significantly different (p < 0.05). The
plasma of 9 patients was studied before and one month after the end of treatment. Plasma from 5 healthy donors (1 male and 4 females) aged
34-67 years was used as a control.
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Fig. 2. Relative expression levels of genes in the MSCs from the healthy donors and patients with DLBCL before and after treatment. On the
box plots, horizontal line represents the median, length of the box represents the interquartile range, and vertical lines extend to the minimum
and maximum values. MSCs from 30 healthy donors and 29 patients with DLBCL were analyzed.

Correlations between cytokines in the plasma from
donors and patients before treatment were found between
IL-1ra and IFN-γ; IL-4 and IL-1b, IL-2, bFGF, IFN-γ;
IL-6 and MIP-1a; IL-10 and IL-15, bFGF; TNF-a and
MCP-1, RANTES; RANTES and MIP-1b. All of them
were absent after treatment.
Some correlations between cytokines were observed
only in the plasma from patients before treatment and
were not detected in the plasma either from donors or
from patients after treatment: IL-2 with IL-1ra; IL-8 with
IL-6; IL-15 with IL-7; IL-17 with IL-4; G-CSF with IL17, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, and IFN-γ; MCP-1 with G-CSF,
IL-6, IL-1ra, IFN-γ, IL-17, IL-2, and MIP-1a; PDGFbb with eotaxin; RANTES with eotaxin, IL-13, MIP-1a,
and PDGF-bb; TNF-a with IFN-γ, IL-17, IL-2, IL-6,
and IL-1b; VEGF with G-CSF, IL-17, IL-1b, IL-1ra,
IL-4, MIP-1a, MIP-1b, TNF-a.
Some correlations were detected in the plasma from
patients before and after treatment but not in the plasma
from donors: MCP-1 with IL-1b, IL-1ra, IL-2; G-CSF
with IL-1ra and IL-4; GM-CSF with IL-2; IL-15 with
IL-13; IL-17 with IL-1ra; IL-17 with IL-2; IL-8 with IL2; MIP-1a with G-CSF, IL-1b, and IL-4; MIP-1b with
IL-1ra; TNF-a with IL-1ra, IL-4, MIP-1a; VEGF with
bFGF, IL-2, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8.
Some correlations were revealed in the plasma from
donors and patients after treatment: IL-2 with IL-7, ILBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 86 No. 2 2021

10, IL-12, IL-13; IL-5 with IFN-γ; IL-6 with IL-12,
GM-CSF; IL-7 with IL-10, IL-17, IFN-γ; IL-8 with
bFGF; IL-10 with IL-13 IL-17; IL-12 with IFN-γ; IL-13
with VEGF; IFN-γ with bFGF.
In addition to analyzing the cytokine and chemokine
interconnections in the plasma from DLBCL patients,
correlations between the gene expression in MSCs from 5
patients and the concentration of cytokines in the plasma
from these patients were also analyzed (Table 1 patients
N3-7, Table S5 in the Supplement). The concentrations
of IL-1b, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5 (p = 0.041 with BMP2), IL-10
and IL-15 (p = 0.02 with BMP2), VEGF (p = 0.021 with
BMP2), and bFGF (p = 0.024 with BMP2) were closely
positive correlated with BMP2 and SOX9. Moreover,
BMP2 expression was closely correlated with the levels of
IL-8, IL-9, IL-12, IL-13, IL-17, GM-CSF, and MCP-1
(p = 0.024). IL-4 and IL-7 were closely correlated with
the expression of FGFR1, FGFR2, and VEGF.
There were reverse correlations between the content
of IL-6 in the plasma from patients and the RELs of
MMP2, SPP1, ICAM1, and SMURF in the MSCs. Close
reverse correlation was observed between the eotaxin concentration and expression of IL-6 and SOX9 (p = 0.015),
between G-CSF concentration and expression of ICAM1
(p = 0.033) and SMURF in MSCs; between concentration
of MIP-1b and expression of bFGF (p = 0.025) and IL-8
(p = 0.02); and RANTES concentration was found to be
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Fig. 3. The effect of plasma from the DLBCL patients on MSCs of the healthy donors. a) Total donors MSCs production in the presence of
healthy donors and patients before and after treatment plasma. Data presented as box and whisker plot (5-95 percentiles). b) Alterations in
the surface markers expression on the MSCs derived from donors and cultivated in the presence of the plasma from patients in comparison
with cultivation with the plasma from donors. c) Alterations in the gene expression in the MSCs derived from donors cultivated in the presence of the plasma from patients in comparison with cultivation with the plasma from donors. MSCs from 10 healthy donors cultivated in the
presence of the plasma from donors (5 samples) and from the DLBCL patients before (21 samples) and after the treatment (18 samples) were
analyzed.

closely correlated with the expression of FGFR2
(R = –0.958, p = 0.01). The SMURF expression was
inversely correlated with the plasma concentrations of
IP-10, MIP-1a, and RANTES. Data on the observed
correlations are presentred in Supplement (Table S4 in
the Supplement). No other close relationships between
the plasma cytokine and chemokine concentrations and
gene expression were detected.
Prior to the treatment, concentration of fibroblasts
(CFU-F) in the BM derived from the patients with
DLBCL closely correlated with the plasma concentration
of the following cytokines: IL-1ra (R = 0.717, p > 0.05),
IL-6 (R = 0.956, p = 0.022), IL-8 (R = 0.717, p > 0.05),
G-CSF (R = 0.717, p > 0.05), MIP-1a (R = 0.717,
p > 0.05), VEGF (R = 0.717, p > 0.05), however, a significant correlation of the CFU-F was observed only for IL-

6. After the treatment, there were no positive correlations
between the concentration of cytokines in plasma and the
CFU-F concentration.
Based on these changes, it was suggested that the
plasma from patients affected the MSCs derived from the
healthy donors.
The effects of plasma from patients with DLBCL on
MSCs from healthy donors. Cultivation of the donorderived MSCs in the presence of the plasma from donors
and patients with DLBCL before and one month after the
end of treatment revealed significant changes in the total
cellular production of MSCs for 2 studied passages (passages 3 and 4). Cultivation of the donor’s MSCs in the
presence of plasma from patients before the treatment
reduced cell production, while the plasma from the
patients after treatment increased it (Fig. 3a).
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 86 No. 2 2021
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The number of MSCs in the cultures treated by
donor’s plasma directly correlated with the concentration
of GM-CSF in the donor plasma (R = 0.708, p = 0.018).
No correlations were found between the donor MSC production in the presence of plasma from the DLBCL
patients before treatment and the plasma cytokine concentrations in these patients. When the MSCs from
donors were cultivated with the plasma from patients after
treatment, cumulative cell production had only inverse
correlations with IL-2 (R = –0.729), IP-10
(R = –0.742), MCP-1 (R = –0.801) and RANTES
(R = –0.814) concentrations.
Analysis of the surface markers on the MSCs from
donors after cultivation in the presence of the plasma
from healthy donors and from patients with DLBCL
showed that the percentage of MSCs expressing CD54
(ICAM1) significantly increased (almost 2-fold,
p = 0.0032) when the cells were cultivated with the plasma from patients taken at the onset of the disease compared with the cells cultured in the presence of plasma
from the donors. Cultivation of the MSCs from the
donors with the plasma from the patients after treatment
led to a significant decrease in the percentage of CD54+
MSCs, approaching the values observed in the cells treated with donor’s plasma (Fig. 3b). At the same time, the
MFI level of CD54 increased in the MSCs treated with
the plasma from patients (Fig. 3c). The REL of the
ICAM1 gene increased in the MSCs treated with the plasma taken from patients at the onset of the disease and
remained elevated after treatment. ICAM1 is an adhesion
molecule that ensures interaction of MSCs with lymphocytes, and its increase indicates activation of the MSCs
treated with the plasma from patients. The MFI values of
CD105 (ENG) and CD146 (MCAM) decreased in the
MSCs cultured with the plasma from patients. The MFI
of CD274 (PD-L1) increased in the MSCs after addition
of the plasma obtained from the patients at the onset of
the disease and increased even more when treated with
the plasma from patients after treatment.
When analyzing the RELs of genes, it was found that
expression of IL-1b, IL-8, SDF1, and LIF was reduced in
the MSCs treated with the plasma from patients (Fig. 3c).
Expression of SDF1 in the MSCs cultivated with the plasma taken from the patients after treatment was increased
to the level corresponding to that in the MSCs cultivated
with the plasma from donors.

DISCUSSION
Cytokines and chemokines are secreted into the
blood by various tissues. Normally, all factors that regulate hematopoiesis are secreted by various organs; for
example, GM-CSF and G-CSF are secreted by lungs,
muscles, bladder endothelium, and lymphocytes [14].
IL-6 is produced by smooth muscle cells, vascular
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 86 No. 2 2021
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endothelium, and macrophages [15]. Chemokines are
also produced by a large number of tissues and tumor cells
[6]. BM stromal cells, including MSCs, are involved in
the secretion of cytokines and chemokines that regulate
hematopoiesis and immune response [11]. The cytokine
concentration in blood is very low but can increase many
fold depending on the needs of the organism. The balance
of cytokines and their relationships can change with
pathology. This study of the plasma from DLBCL
patients showed a significant increase in the concentration of at least 14 cytokines out of 27 studied compared
with that in the plasma from donors. Concentration of
some of the cytokines normalized after the patients
achieved remission and at the end of treatment. However,
other cytokines, such as bFGF, eotaxin, VEGF and
RANTES, remained elevated. We also observed similar
changes in the bFGF expression in the MSCs from
patients, which indicated contribution of MSCs to elevation of this factor concentration in the plasma from
patients.
Comprehensive analysis of the differences between
the levels of all studied cytokines, chemokines and correlations between them revealed a clear separation of
healthy donors and patients before and after treatment
(Fig. 4). The identified changes may be associated either
with secretion by tumor cells, or response of the body tissues including MSCs to the presence of a tumor, or therapy. The analysis shows that, when remission is achieved
in the patients with DLBCL, composition of the plasma
cytokines normalizes, but does not reach the level of the
one observed in the healthy donors. Not only the balance
of cytokines in the blood plasma, but also changes in the
bone marrow stroma remain partially disturbed likely in
part due to the chemotherapy courses.
The relationship between cytokines is of great
importance for the regulation of hematopoiesis and
inflammation. In the plasma of healthy donors, normal
correlations in the body have been identified ensuring
maturation of the hematopoietic cells [16]. Some of these
relationships persist in patients with DLBCL. These are
correlations of factors involved in the maturation of
megakaryocytes, dendritic cells, and some subpopulations of T and B lymphocytes.
At the onset of the disease, changes occurred that
were most likely associated with the presence of a tumor
in the body. There was an increase in the inflammatory
factors such as IL-6, IL-17, G-CSF, MCP-1, and MIP-1a
that stimulated production and maturation of neutrophils
and macrophages. The levels of most of these factors at
the onset of the disease correlated with each other.
Regulation of the innate immunity by the effector
and regulatory B cells is associated with the expression of
IL-12 and IFN-γ (effector cells) and IL-10 (regulatory
cells) [10]. There was no correlation between IL-12,
IFN-γ, and IL-10 in the plasma from patients at the onset
of the disease. After treatment, strong connection
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Fig. 4. Projection of the data for all chemokines and cytokines in the plasma from the healthy donors and from the patients with DLBCL
before and after treatment onto consolidated parameter axis. The point in the diagram shows how many times the sample is closer to the group
of donors than to the group of patients before the treatment (abscissa axis) or after the treatment (ordinate axis). Procedure for calculation of
the distance in the multidimensional space between the sample and the group is presented in the Supplement.

emerged between these cytokines, which indicated that
the mechanism of innate immunity had been damaged in
the patients at the onset of the disease but restored after
the treatment.
IL-4, IL-2, and IL-13 secreted by the effector B cells
and IL-10 secreted by the regulatory B cells are involved
in the regulation of adaptive immunity. In patients prior
to treatment, the levels of IL-2 and IL-4 were correlated,
and the levels of the rest of the cytokines were unrelated.
However, after the end of treatment, correlation developed between IL-2, IL-12, and IL-10, which indicated
restoration of the B cell functions involved in the adaptive
immune response. The level of IL-10 increased in the
plasma from patients before treatment (Fig. 1). A similar
increase was found in the mouse models of lupus erythematosus [17]. After treatment, the level of IL-10 normalized. It is known that the cytokine profile secreted by B
cells can be altered in various diseases; it has been found
to normalize after the treatment of patients with rituximab [10].
The changes occurring in the patients with DLBCL
without BM involvement affect not only hematopoietic
cells and cytokines but also other tissues, including stromal microenvironment of the BM. In the plasma from
patients the levels of IL-6 and MIP-1a were significantly
increased prior to the treatment, and after the treatment,
they were reduced to normal values. These cytokines are
involved in the acute inflammatory state. Their plasma
concentrations correlated with the concentration of
CFU-F in the BM, which indicated response of the stromal precursors to the inflammatory process in the body.

When remission was achieved, the correlations disappeared, which was most likely because without the tumor
and acute inflammatory process, the concentration of
CFU-F could be regulated by other factors.
IL-10 is secreted by DLBCL cells [18]. The concentrations of IL-8, MIP-1a and IL-10 were increased in the
various fluids associated with the tumor and in the peritumoral tissue [6]. It was shown that concentrations of IL8, IP-10, MCP-1, MIP-1β, IL-6, IL-12p40/p70, MIP1α, IFN-α, G-CSF, and IL-2R decreased in the peritumoral tissue after removal of the brain tumors [19].
Hence, the data obtained in our work showing increase of
the cytokine/chemokine concentration levels and interrelation between these parameters in the DLBCL patient
plasma indicate that the tumor is likely to make a significant contribution to the secretion of these cytokines and
chemokines.
Characteristics of MSCs are changed in the DLBCL
patients including total cell production, immunophenotypes, and expression level of many genes [3]. In this study
relationships between the concentration of cytokines in
the plasma from patients and expression of the certain
genes in the MSCs from these patients at the onset of the
disease were analyzed. Direct correlations were found
between the expression of genes associated with proliferation, differentiation, and vascular formation in MSCs and
the elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
GM-CSF in the plasma from these patients. This explains
the changes in the properties of the MSCs derived from
BM of these patients. An inhibitory effect of the increase
in the levels of IL-6, G-CSF, RANTES, MIP-1a, and
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MIP-1b in the plasma from patients on the expression of
genes involved in differentiation of MSCs and adhesion of
lymphocytes to stromal cells was revealed. Since MSCs
are one of the main components of the niche for
hematopoietic stem cells, a change in their characteristics
in the diseases involving BM has been actively studied.
[20]. However, even without the direct contact of tumor
cells with BM, significant changes occur in the MSCs.
Moreover, it could be assumed that there is a feedback
loop between the concentration of cytokines in plasma
and the secretion of cytokines by MSCs [21]. It was shown
that the IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, TNFα, ICAM1, and MCSF protein levels were increased in the MSC secretome
of the patients with DLBCL without BM involvement
compared with the levels seen in the MSCs from the
healthy donor [22]. Thus, MSCs from the BM of patients
with DLBCL contribute to the changes in the concentration and balance of the plasma cytokine levels in the
patients at the onset of the disease.
Based on the obtained results, we decided to study
the effect of the plasma from DLBCL patients on MSCs
from the healthy donors. It was shown that addition of the
plasma taken from the patients at the onset of the disease
to the culture media significantly reduced the total production of MSCs derived from the healthy donors, while
addition of the plasma taken from the patients after treatment increased the plasma cell production 2-fold
(Fig. 3a). In addition to the changes in total cell production, MSC surface markers also changed. When plasma
taken from the patients at the onset of the disease was
added to the culture medium, the ability of MSCs to
adhere to lymphocytes increased due to the increased
expression of ICAM1 at both RNA (Fig. 3c) and protein
levels. Moreover, the factors that increased ability of
MSCs to inhibit activation of lymphocytes (PD-L1) were
identified in the plasma taken from the patients before
and after treatment. At the same time, the ability to regulate hematopoietic stem cells and endothelial cells
decreased in these MSCs due to reduction in the ENG
and MCAM levels (Fig. 3b). Increase in the expression of
HLA-DR on the MSCs from the healthy donor following
addition of the plasma from patients could be associated
with activation of these cells.
All cytokines whose expression was reduced in the
MSCs cultured with the plasma from patients are
involved in the regulation of hematopoietic cells and
immune response. Expression of SDF1 in the MSCs cultured with the plasma taken from the patients after treatment, unlike other cytokines, increased to the level
observed in the MSCs treated with the donor plasma
(Fig. 3b). These data indicate that the ability of MSCs to
regulate hematopoietic cell migration in the BM was normalized and that the MSCs changes occurring during
DLBCL could be reversible.
Thus, concentration of the proinflammatory and
regulating hematopoietic cytokines in the plasma from
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patients with DLBCL was changed. The balance between
these cytokines was disturbed at the onset of the disease
and partially restored after the end of treatment and upon
remission. Obviously, the presence of a B cell tumor in
the organism affects all tissues, including the BM stroma.
It was shown that this effect is carried out, at least in part,
through soluble factors. MSCs without direct contact
with the tumor cells change their properties, including
the factors expressed and secreted by them, contributing
to the change in the blood cytokine profile. Cultivation of
the MSCs from healthy donors in the presence of plasma
from the patients with DLBCL led to the changes similar
to those observed in the MSCs derived from the patients.
Overall, the obtained data indicate the influence of the
tumor on the BM stromal microenvironment in the
DLBCL patients, regardless of the intercellular contact of
MSCs with the tumor cells. The results of this work
demonstrate humoral regulation of the bone marrow stroma by tumor cells.
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